Benefits to students / visitors
- An exposure and enhanced knowledge about the coastal resources locally available and its ecological importance
- Students will be sensitized to the significance of conservation
- They will be more informed and hence as responsible citizens, will be capable of acting as influencers to carry the message further to the society

Benefits to sponsor
- As part of philanthropy, an opportunity to contribute to education and environmental awareness amongst the marginalized school/college students
- Branding opportunity through the banner with company logo on the bus and prizes
- Two employees could enjoy the excursion
- Chance to create positive public relation and raise awareness of your organization as a whole.
Guided tour on coastal resources and sustainable technologies

Tour Highlights

Mangrove Ecosystem
A boat ride to explore Mangrove habitat. Get on-site information on ecological importance and tips on its conservation.

Khazan Ecosystem
A visit to understand the working of unique khazan ecosystem, traditional reclaimed low-lying marshy lands managed by dykes/sluice gate to regulate the tidal flow.

Salt Production
Demonstration of traditional solar salt production.

Aquaculture Practices
First-hand information on aquaculture practices such as:
- Mussel Cultivation
- Crab Culture
- Oyster Culture
- Pearl Spot Cage Farming

Integrated eco-friendly practices
- Kitchen Garden
- Bio-Gas Plant
- Pig and Dairy Farm